
ERTHA
SUSTAINABLE BOARDS FOR 
A SURFSTAINABLE LIFE

INTRODUCING



SURFING IS
CONTAMINATED

Ettore Burdese

Ertha’s CEO / Italian surf champion

Beach cleanup in Patos, Spain. 

During a beach clean-up, our Founder, 
Ettore, one day saw a small piece of 
surfboard, along with other toxic residues

On that beach Ettore decided to try
to change the world of surfing

Surfboards are a very polluting 
product, only 7%1 of the surfboards 
produced in 2019 can be named ECO-
board, but very far from zero emission

(1)  400k as of 2020, thus avg CAGR 6%, USA market that covers half of the global market and it can 

be used as an average



VERY CONTAMINATED

surfers unconsciously collaborate with 13,000,000 boards / 
460,000 m3 per year to the global disaster of plastic pollution

460,000 m3 per year of plastic pollution per year

Zak Noyle, The Waves of Changes, Indonesia 2011

Zak Noyle is an Ertha’s partner, photographer & icon of surf world with 391 K follower on instagram

each year there are enough broken surfboards
to fill 10 Santiago Cathedrals dumped 
into the environment



ERTHA MISSION

surfers are environmentally conscious
but don’t have an alternative that is both 
sustainable and high-performance

there’s a market gap to be filled with
organic products while the whole 
industry is shifting to green

there’s a market gap to be filled with
low environmental impact
and high-technology products

Ertha developed 4 innovative 
technologies for high-performance 
low-impact eco-surfboards

our mission is to revolutionize surf industry 
through production of high performance & 

sustainable surfboards

Ettore Burdese, Ertha´s CEO

First Test Longboard Hollow Surfboards Technology



Reduce, Re-use, Recycle, Refuse
production model 

Automated Scalable
Lean Production

Unique, highly customizable
 works of art 

Team of professionals
led by Italian surf icon

ERTHA
PILLARS Surf-stainability

Team

Art

Technology



Eco Hollow come from parametric 
design and CNC precision, the most 
light and advanced wood 
surfboard technology in
Ertha catalog. 

The combination of natural fibers 
and entropy resin gives these 
boards an easy and gentle flex, 
removing excessive vibrations of 
EPS boards. 

Active wood&carbon system on the 
deck and flax&carbon fiber 
reinforcement on the bottom for the 
most radical technology
of Ertha.

Vacuum laminated with a tri-axial 
micro-sandwich skin of wood, 
these boards are ecological,
high performance, light and 
extremely durable.

co2 co2 co2co2

SURF-STAINABILITY
Ertha developed 4 innovative technologies for high-performance eco-surfboards, with different degrees of impact



From the least sustainable, Ertha’s surfboard technology solutions reduce CO2 emissions from a minimum of 57% up to 90% on an average impact 
of 105 lbr of CO2 emissions per standard board production 
CO2 emission eimulation based on “Ecoboard Project” by the NGO Sustainablesurfboards (San Diego, 2018) and on Life Cycle Inventory Database Ecoinvent (www.ecoinvent.org). Additional information available at www.ertha.surf/sustainability
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SURF-STAINABILITY

Ertha’s road to zero CO2 emissionsBoards on market



Ertha hollow surfboard DIY KIT is the first surfboard coming to your home 
in flat pack, ready to be assemble in simple steps and resined by your local 
shaper. Without a doubt the lowest carbon footprint solution for surfing.

Lowest impact surfboard 
on market!

energy

92% off

8
lbr CO2

Main impact of the Ertha DIY KIT is given by 

final transportation, optimized in flat-pack

SURF-STAINABILITY

DIY Erha’s hollow 
surfboard Kit



BACK TO NATURE

NO WASTE CYCLE

RECYCLE

UPCYCLE

TECHNOLOGY

3D scann

Automated scalable lean production at service of High-Performance Eco-Surfboards?

parametric software

CNC 

 3D scanner to enrich Ertha’s 
database with the best surfboards’s 
shapes in the world

proprietary parametric software 
instantly optimizes the design & 
switch shapes to machines inputs

for first time ever shapes can be 
reproduced with millimeter precision 
anytime & anywhere, by CNC machines



ART

each surfboard in Ertha represents a 
unique piece, numbered according to 
the model, graphics, technology, ...

Ertha’s catalog currently features 3,800 
potential different boards

artist collaborations add value to 
each surfboard, to surf a piece of art or 
hang it in the living room

to maximize customization Ertha 
provides a tailored design service



ERTHA TEAM
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ERTHA DREAM TEAM

the surfer
Ettore Burdese

the carpentier
Cesar Castro 

the architect
Michele Renzini

the financier
David Conde Sayans

the manager
Lorenzo Babini

founder partner & CEO co-founder & CTO co-founder & ECD partner & ADVco-founder & COO

Former professional surfer and architect, 

Ettore is driven by the feeling of protection 

towards environment, and profound lover of 

sea with an infinite passion for surfing

Production manager, technical area and 

R&D in the wood sector, Cesar is expert in 

parametric design, biodegradable 

treatments and natural durability of wood

Experienced architect and sea lover, Michele 

focuses on architecture and design, with a 

research approach aimed at a new 

sustainability of contemporary living

David is an entrepreneur with MBA from 

IESIDE & Executive MBA from the University 

of Nebrija, Fintech Certificate from MIT 

and Oxford Blockchain Strategy Progr.

Lorenzo has a multicultural mindset and solid 

experience in Management Engineering, 

Financial Planning & Control. 

Experience in Hawaii, Australia, Europe



the photographer

...and from April 2021 Zak Noyle is on board!

385K follower on 
instagram

strategic role 
promoting Ertha 
in Hawaii

worldwide surf 
photographer

Zak Noyle

partner & Business Advisor

Based island of Oahu in Hawaii, Zak is a third 

generation professional photographer special 

expert in professional surf and wave pictures, 

best known for his large wave photographs

ERTHA DREAM TEAM



Through 2022, surfing equipment is 
expected to have a CAGR that tops 5% 
through 2022

Surfing its included in the 2020 Olympic 
Games to be held in Japan and the sport 
is getting more followers 

Worldwide surfing population is 
etimated between 17 and 35 million 1

(1) International Surfing Association (ISA), Surf Industry, Manufacturer’s 

Association (SIMA), Surfing Australia,

Surf industry one of the fastest-
growing action sports industries in the 
world, worth ca. $10 billion

SURF INDUSTRY



SURFING POPULATION 
BREAKDOWN

13.5 M
AMERICA

surfers surfers surfers surfers
surfers
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13 M
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6 M
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Projection based on the exponential growth of the 

green market in the world

1-2 Datas from the study on total number of surfing in US 

and globally published by Wonder on January 15th, 2017

35 million surfers worldwide with 
ca. 40% in Americas

as of today surfboards produced 
are approx 13 M of whitch only 7% 
eco surfboards 1

in 2030 sustainable boards are 
expected to reach 50% of the 
market 2



technology / scalability
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lostsurfboards.net

torq-surfboards.com

grainsurfboards.com

martinshapes.com

sunovasurfboards.com

cisurfboards.com

Core challanges of eco-surfboards are to be fully ecological and to guarantee same level 

of performances of traditional surfboards: Ertha overcomes both by producing wooden & 

super lex performing boards

Main competitorsPerformance
Ertha surfboards reach and overcome 
traditional boards perfomances by 
producing wooden and super flex, 
state of the art boards

Materials
The use of renewable and recycled 
raw materials allows Ertha to 
anticipate regulatory constraints and 
lead the market of the future

Durability
Ertha surfboards are built to last in line 
with sustainability requirements

Aesthetics
depending on customization, Ertha 
surfboards can exactly look like other 
boards on the market or like wooden 
masterpieces or unique pieces of art

firewiresurfboards.com

pyzelsurfboards.com

catchsurf.com

ventanasurfboards.com

davidweber.com.br

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES



FINANCIALS

1.0 M¤

3.0 M¤

2.0 M¤

4.0 M¤
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revenues boards

3.5  M€

2.5  M€

1.5  M€

0.5  M€

- 0.5  M€

EBITDA

Revenues

Surfboards / year

7,000 b

1,000 b

3,000 b

5,000 b

8,000 b

4,000 b

2,000 b

6,000 b

Launching the 
“Eco Soft Top” 

crowdcube 
campaign

approaching 
Americas & 
Olympics

leading 
sustainable 

surfboards market

conquering 
Hawaii

diversification & 
growth

CAGR x3 up to 2023 / 
x2 up to 2025

Surboards sold 
reaching   ̴7.000 
boards in 2025 leading 
sustainable surfing 
market

Revenues reaching 
  ̴ €1M mark in 2023 
and   ̴€ 3.5M in 2025

EBITDA turning 
positive in 2023 
reaching and
~ ¤ 1M in 2025
(33% on Revenues) 

Key Data & 
Assumptions

2023 20242021 2022 20262025

2,070,632

1,151,152

405,338

148,917

200
600

1,800

3,600

7,200
3,713,241



ROAD MAP

1st prototype

Zak Noyle

e-commerce

social 
campaign

material
research

perfect 
quiver 
catalogue

factory 
setup

via galicia

first example of the 
hollow surfboard 
designed with parametric 
design and automated 
production.

The Hawaian legend of 
surf photography joins 

Ertha team. A true game 
changer  as oportunity to 

develop the business 
and power ful conection 

on global scale

www.ertha.surf
3800+ combinations of 
models, sizes and 
customized graphics for 
maximum customization 
in constant growth

Ertha social birth within 
the sustainability 
community: Surfrider, 
GKProject, Posidonia 
Green Project, we 
sustainability...

An in-depth research on 
renewable and 
sustainable materials for 
our responsible 
production

the beginning of 
perfect communication 
between the 3D 
design environment 
and our production 
machines

Including perfects shapes for 
every surfer and a wide range 
of surfing conditions and 
styles.

Finalist winners of the 
VIAGALIZIA start-up 
competition.

2019 2020 2021

design 
parameterization
Creation of the algorithm for 

3D parametric design, 
programmed in the 

Grasshopper / Rhinoceros 
platform in collaboration with 

2XL Architects



hawaii 
sustainable 
production

worldwide 
campaign

brand 
development

crowdcube 
campaign

hawaii 
conquire

Thanks to full automation 
in the sustainability mark 

and to export benefits 
from the island there will 

be a second green 
production line in Hawaii.

Powered by Hawaii, start 
of worldwide campaign 
to spread sustainability 
in the surfing world

New, more universal 
image of Ertha Surfboards, 

always focused on the 
combination of 

performance and 
sustainability as part of

the surfstainable life 
development of  conscious 

clothing & accesories

Thanks to the team 
connections, break in to 

the meca of surfing, 
where next Ertha co-

headquarter will be 
located

2022 2023

eco
soft-top

industrial 
partner

Entry into the most 
dynamic and fast-
growing surfboard 
market, which doesn’t 
currently offer a 
sustainable product

The perfect deal. 
Cabreiroa, beverage 
producer, supplies Ertha 
with recycled plastic that 
turns into surfboards

WHATS NEXT



BRAND PARTNERSHIPS

CUPRA

brand extension partnership

JAM TRACTION 

industrial alliance

HIJOS DE RIVERA

Brand extension agreement with Seat Cupra ® 
for 3 years of trademark

Co-branding with JAM Traction ® for Organic 
trackpad engineering by Ertha

Industrial alliance with food and beverage 
company, Hijos de Rivera, recycling waste into 
surfboards



Deck RePet skin (recycled Pet) 7mm 
Recycled XPS core
Recycled driftwood composite stringhers
Bottom RePet skin (recycled Pet) 7mm

1

4

2
3

1

4

2 3

WHY WE NEED YOU
First ECO SoftTop surfboard
Design & produce Local sustainable production, marketing & sales Global scale marketing & sales

Hawaii market penetration

SoftTop represents an huge population 
of beginners, surf schools & camps, 
and alternative surfers

Hawaii is the Mecca of surf, where it all 
began 

Hawaii is a small & core market with 
high barriers to entry and world’s largest 
surf showcase

Hawaii conquere can generate a buzz 
avalanche effect with a world wide 
echo 

SoftTop have no sustainable solution 
on the market

SoftTop production is efficient with large 
profit margins 

Ertha will ride the wave of 
sustainability that will inexorably reach 
every market

Ertha will attack through the hawaiian 
channel first US and other markets 

Ertha will boost its investments in Adv, 
Ambassadors, Sponsorships, Events to 
gain market share

Worldwide campaigne



sustainable boards for a surfstainable life

let’s start together the surfstainable revolution!


